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Abstract

Recent literature on environmental governance in China frequently ascribes blame for China’s environmental problems to subnational governments’ lax environmental enforcement. Such research implicitly assumes that more central control would lead to better results but, as yet, the role of the centre in environmental governance remains under-researched. In the context of the current phase of recentralization, this paper examines central and local interests, capacities, and interactions across policy issues and government agencies. By “bringing the centre back” into the study of central–local relations in China, we examine both where such recentralization has in fact occurred and whether such recentralization efforts have improved environmental outcomes. We argue that centralization does not improve outcomes in every case. Further, central and local levels of governance are not as different as they might seem. Indeed, there are significant areas of overlapping interests and similar patterns of behaviour, both positive (enforcement) and negative (shirking), between central and local administrations. The results draw an empirically and theoretically rich picture of central–local relations that highlights the innate complexity of China’s environmental governance patterns during the current phase of recentralization.

1. Introduction

Since assuming office in 2012, Xi Jinping has consolidated power around him and implemented a raft of policies that have recentralized decision-making and strengthened central control. Xi has promoted wide-ranging anti-corruption pushes, strengthened his position by elevating himself as the “core leader” (hexin lingdao) of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), and asserted much greater control over economic policy than his two immediate predecessors.³ Under Xi’s leadership, China has entered a new phase of a longstanding cyclical pattern of “letting go” and “tightening up” (fang/shou) that has characterized administrative reforms in China.⁴ In this phase of tightening up, the power balance between central and local governments has been tipped decisively in the centre’s favour as Xi has removed powers and discretion from local governments, introduced new monitoring and sanctioning practices, and signalled a zero tolerance approach to non-compliance with central directives by sending thousands of local officials to prison.⁵ In addition, facing a range of immense political challenges, including a slowing economy, increasing
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social unrest, and—the subject of this special section—unprecedented environmental degradation, China’s central leadership has responded with an ambitious effort to recentralize administrative control, improve government accountability, and stamp out corruption at all levels of government.

The question that arises is whether and to what extent the current phase of political recentralization is affecting environmental governance practices in China. Among scholars of environmental governance in China, there has been a consensus that China’s decentralized administrative structure—designed to create incentives for implementing national growth-oriented mandates—has been ill-suited to address the nation’s growing environmental challenges.⁶ Even when the centre has written good environmental laws, China’s fiscal structure and cadre performance evaluation system have provided incentives for poor regulatory enforcement, delayed policy implementation, and widespread shirking of environmental laws at subnational levels. Responsibility for the resulting “implementation gap” in environmental governance has been assigned to subnational governments, which have prioritized economic over environmental goals. Existing literature on central–local relations in environmental governance has consequently focused on subnational governments in their search for solutions to China’s environmental governance problems.⁷

In the context of the current phase of political recentralization, this special section revisits central–local relations and their relevance in environmental governance in China. If local incentives are indeed to blame for China’s poor record on environmental regulation, does increased central control improve governance outcomes? By “bringing the centre back in”, the contributions to this collection examine both where such recentralization has in fact occurred and whether such recentralization efforts have indeed improved environmental governance patterns in China. As such, this special section seeks to advance theorizing about the circumstances under which different central–local relations lead to improved environmental governance. Building on rich empirical data across a spectrum of environmental policy issues and industrial sectors, the articles draw a more complex picture of China’s environmental governance patterns during the current phase of recentralization.

Three common patterns emerge. First, despite Beijing’s efforts to recentralize control, local governments differ with respect to their interests, efforts, and capacity to foster good environmental outcomes. Hence, recentralization efforts have, to date, not fully upended existing local autonomy and the associated governance issues long identified in the literature. Second, the focus on central–local linkages and the study of local government responses to recentralization efforts point to a rise in new governance mechanisms and new constellations of actors. Agents critical to improving environmental outcomes are increasingly found beyond the traditional central–local dichotomy and rely on new horizontal linkages with firms, civil society, and government agencies. These linkages have been enacted without resulting in a “hollowing out of the state”.⁸ At the same time, the strengthening of vertical linkages between the Ministry of Environmental Protection and new local enforcement agencies have made it harder to fabricate information about local conditions and created new obstacles for those shirking environmental responsibilities.

Finally and most importantly, the contributions to this collection show that political recentralization, where it has indeed occurred, has not led to improved
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environmental governance in every case. Existing studies on central–local relations in environmental governance have often assumed that the centre’s good intentions are thwarted by local governments acting on the basis of economic incentives. Yet, the articles in this special section query this assumption; we find significant variation in the centre’s interest and ability to utilize recentralization for better environmental performance. The remainder of this introduction highlights these contributions.

2. Local autonomy under central control

Local governments in China are important agents in environmental governance as they have considerable “room for manoeuvre” in China’s regionally decentralized authoritarian system. Within this decentralized governance structure, the central government has historically exerted top-down control over the appointment and promotion of subnational officials. At the same time, however, much of the business of government has been delegated to subnational levels, which are responsible for providing public services, enforcing laws and regulations, and implementing national legislation.

The combination of central government control over officials’ careers and local responsibility for implementing high-priority mandates have created tournament-like regional competition among local officials regarding performance. Advocates of decentralized governance have long maintained that such inter-jurisdictional competition makes governments more accountable, responsive, and efficient, and that local governments are better informed, can work most ably with civil society and produce synergies in public goods provision, and are effectively held to account through informal mechanisms due to their integration into the local community. More recently, however, political economists have suggested that tournament systems may break down when subnational officials are responsible for multiple tasks. Currently, cadres receive a long list of high-priority and binding targets. Unless these competing policy priorities can be incorporated into a single, comprehensive index, promotion-oriented officials will engage in “selective implementation” of national initiatives and focus their efforts on what they perceive to be the implicit priorities of their superiors. This logic helps to explain why local officials continue to prioritize economic growth over environmental protection.

In this context, it is no surprise that China’s decentralized governance structure has provided poor incentives for environmental policy implementation and regulatory enforcement. Yet, despite Beijing’s efforts to streamline and centralize environmental governance, the contributions to this special section offer a fine-grained view of continued variation in environmental governance among local jurisdictions. They show that even as the Xi administration attempts to recentralize environmental governance, local governments remain a heterogeneous group, as
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motivations, capacities, and constraints continue to differ significantly across and within local governments, as well as across policy areas.

First, there are continuing differences in interests and capacities for environmental policy-making and enforcement across localities. As frequently stressed in the literature, decentralization has offered a space for some localities to move ahead and improve local environmental governance outcomes, while others have lagged behind. Even as the centre pays closer attention to the enforcement of environmental regulation and seeks to discipline laggards, compliance remains patchy and continues to display large regional variation. Best practices, as one finds in the case of Guangdong, are not automatically replicated in other parts of the country.

As Van Rooij et al. (2017) document in their detailed analysis of the enforcement of pollution regulation over time and across localities, increased central control has not always resulted in the a re-prioritization of tasks such that environmental interests trump economic priorities when the two are in conflict. Van Rooij et al. (2017) show that in richer localities, where economic interests and environmental concerns are more likely to overlap and more resources are available for enforcement, localities have responded to central government control with improved regulation. On the other hand, changes to bureaucratic discretion through the introduction of minimum sanction amounts, the use of central government enforcement campaigns, and the establishment of branch offices of the national State Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) to oversee environmental law enforcement have had little effect in poorer jurisdictions, where economic interests continue to outweigh environmental concerns (Van Rooij et al. 2017). Higher levels of off-budget revenues from land leasing in more developed localities provide an additional financial capacity to respond to central government mandates and improve environmental outcomes (Gilley 2017). In short, political recentralization alone has had a limited impact when local interests and enforcement capacity are hindered by the lack of local financial resources.

Second, local governments in China continue to display differences in interests and their capacity for environmental governance within local administrations. Under increasing pressure to meet environmental targets and improve outcomes, local officials engage in blame shifting, as party organizations try to deflect blame and assign responsibility for the regulatory failure to other local institutions (Ran 2017). As Ran argues, the effects of upgrading environmental indicators to “hard” targets with veto power in the performance evaluation system are not always salutary. Rather than offering incentives to improve performance, hard targets have also made blame shifting among local officials more pervasive. Local party cadres concerned about promotion because of a failure to meet environmental targets are likely to point the finger at local environmental protection bureaus (EPBs), which have limited authority and financial resources and are thus easy targets in the “chain of blame” in China’s broader environmental governance system (Ran 2017).

Third, the contributions to this special section show that increased political recentralization has not harmonized governance outcomes across environmental policy areas. As discussed in the literature, the degree of local discretion in China’s decentralized system of governance is primarily dependent on the degree of urgency and the scope of a particular policy. The centre, according to this view, is more likely to get involved in urgent cases that have a broad policy scope. Some policy areas such as climate change, which are inherently complex and carry significant
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scientific and policy uncertainty, might be better centrally governed, whereas policy areas such as waste water or soil management are best governed in a decentralized way.19 The articles in this special section confirm such views and document that the visibility of environmental governance issues and the economic impact of addressing them affect central–local relations differently across different policy areas. Examining air pollution control in Hebei province, Wong and Karplus (2017) show that for highly visible issues, localities are subject to a high degree of central steering (and funding). For less visible issues, such as soil and water pollution, where public pressure is presumably less intense and there is less urgency to act, the centre continues to tolerate far greater local discretion. Shin (2017), using the case of the Sanjiangyuan National-Level Natural Preservation Area, a peripheral locality far away from the political centre and national attention, finds significant local discretion to experiment with new climate policy and governance methods. Central authorities play a key role in initiating climate change strategies and encourage policy innovation by combining decentralized experimentation with ad hoc central intervention.20 Other findings here also suggest that the dynamic of intra-jurisdictional competition continues to suffer from traditional collective action problems: Among local officials, the incentives for shirking are greater for diffuse sources of pollution, such as air pollution, which are less easily attributed to individual sources and thus offer more cover for free-riding. Environmental issues that have local causes that are easily identified are more likely to receive local attention.21

Finally, the contributions to this collection document variations in economic cost to meeting environmental governance targets and their role in driving variations across policy issues. In classic cases of green industrial policies for renewable energy sectors, where environmental and economic goals overlap, Nahm (2017) documents enthusiasm on the part of localities to respond to central mandates, even if central mandates are vague and not tied to specific enforcement mechanisms. Where pollution control directly conflicts with the economic imperative, Zhang (2017) documents the need for highly resource-intensive central enforcement programmes to ensure local compliance.

3. Innovative governance mechanisms and new constellations of actors

The articles included in this special section collectively show evidence of an increasingly centralized governance system in China in which local governments adjust their priorities in response to hardened requirements and incentives coming from the centre. In this context, a focus solely on the motivations, capacities, and constraints at the local level is insufficient to understand changes in environmental governance practices. The contributions document the emergence of new environmental governance mechanisms and new constellations of actors as a consequence of and in response to centralized policies, stricter enforcement, novel incentives from Beijing, and competition between subnational officials.

A number of innovative governance mechanisms have emerged to improve the traditional system of horizontal and vertical linkages and hierarchies (tiao-kuai). First, the current phase of recentralization has witnessed the rise of new horizontal linkages across government agencies and civil society to facilitate joint problem solving and
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coordination among government bodies and non-governmental stakeholders. For example, focusing on clean energy industry development in Baoding and environmental management in the Sanjiangyuan National-Level Natural Preservation Area, Shin (2017) identifies community-driven governance practices that connect actors from the public and private sectors, as well as civil society. These professional communities engage in collective learning, joint problem solving, and collective social sanctioning to meet or, in some cases, even modify central policy targets, thereby blurring the boundaries between government, business, and civil society. While such community-driven governance practices resemble broader patterns of bottom-up experimental policy-making in China, this research shows that such experimentation also occurs in response to changes in incentives and policies at the central level. Interestingly, the centre has acted as a bridge of sorts that connects actors from civil society and the private sector with their counterparts in local government administrations.

Alliances that form bridges across bureaucracies are also crucial. Gilley (2017) emphasizes the role of horizontal administrative networks within local governments in improving environmental governance in response to central government signals. In the case of Guangzhou, the centre’s emphasis on sustainable urban development met with the emergence of cross-agency administrative networks to address mitigation of greenhouse gases and sustainable economic development. The case study reveals how intra-government networks can enable the development of comprehensive and integrated local policy approaches.

Recentralization has also been accompanied by a strengthening of vertical linkages between central agencies and the location of enforcement. The articles by Zhang (2017), Shin (2017), and Van Rooij et al. (2017) point to the role of new institutions (both formal and informal) in bridging divides across levels of government. To improve the enforcement of pollution regulation, for instance, the Ministry of Environmental Protection (MEP, prior to 2008 the State Environmental Protection Agency, SEPA) established six regional supervision centres in 2006 to improve environmental law enforcement. To create a vertical line of control from central agencies to the location of enforcement at subnational levels of government, all branch offices are directly funded and controlled by the centre. Zhang (2017) finds that the direct leadership of the MEP—although highly costly—has indeed curbed the falsification of pollution data at the local level and deterred enforcement violations. Despite such innovations, however, Van Rooij et al. (2017) still find differences in enforcement across richer urbanized areas and poorer inland provinces in China, which suggests that institutional improvements alone are unable to close the implementation gap.

Second, the articles document new entrepreneurial activities of both traditional (government) and non-traditional actors (such as the private sector, media, and NGOs) who strategically utilize the political hierarchy to advance environmental goals. In a study of environmental compliance of central state-owned enterprises (SOEs), Eaton and Kostka (2017) find growing numbers of bureaucratic entrepreneurs within the environmental government administration. Centrally owned SOEs are prone to shirking environmental regulation due to the central government’s protectionism and the weak enforcement capacity of the environmental bureaucracy. However, entrepreneurial officials at both central and local levels have used the courts
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to hold SOEs accountable, frozen offenders’ bank accounts, and creatively employed industrial policy tools to punish polluters (e.g., by reducing subsidies and issuing fines). Although such creative entrepreneurial actions against SOEs are not a substitute for environmental enforcement capacity, Eaton and Kostka (2017) remind us that weaknesses in formal institutions can to some extent be offset by the grit and determination of bureaucratic entrepreneurs.

Such entrepreneurial initiatives to improve environmental governance are not limited to bureaucracy. Nahm (2017) shows that the development of competitive renewable energy sectors in China has relied on the strategic repurposing of industrial policies at the hands of entrepreneurial firms. Utilizing central government subsidies connected to indigenous innovation goals of encouraging autonomous domestic technology development, China’s wind and solar firms have instead continued to collaborate with global partners. In so doing, they corrected shortcomings in the centre’s narrow and nationalistic innovation policy and successfully inserted themselves in global wind and solar supply chains in ways that government planners had not anticipated. Particularly when economic and environmental goals overlap, as in the case of clean energy industries, such “room for manoeuvre” for private firms can lead to outcomes superior to those achieved in a strict command-and-control environment.

Beyond public and private entrepreneurs, the papers also highlight the rising importance of media and NGOs as actors in environmental governance. Eaton and Kostka (2017) discuss how media and Internet platforms are increasingly used to name and shame polluters. For example, in Lanzhou, local government officials made savvy use of media power to leverage the force of public pressure directly on polluting state firms. NGOs have also started to publish real-time figures on air and water emissions on Internet platforms and even created pollution monitoring applications for mobile phones. These findings support existing studies that stress the arrival of new actors in environmental governance in China, such as judges, prosecutors, NGOs, and Chinese citizens.  

4. Recentralization trends and policy outcomes

China’s environmental governance has undergone a pronounced recentralization over the past decade. Chinese leaders have made serious efforts to draw policy-making, implementation, and oversight powers back to Beijing, especially since Xi Jinping’s rise to power. The bold reform programme unveiled at the third plenary session of the 18th Central Committee in November 2013—the “Decision on Some Major Issues Concerning Comprehensively Deepening the Reform”—calls for the “strictest possible rules to protect the ecological system” in the name of building an “ecological civilization”. The document outlines central leaders’ plans to use more “sticks” in environmental protection, such as an increased use of criminal sanctions against polluters and the introduction of a “lifelong responsibility system” for government officials that would penalize officials with a poor track record of environmental protection. It also seeks to improve monitoring mechanisms, for instance by strengthening the collection and publication of environmental data and by conducting natural resource audits when senior officials leave their positions.
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The contributions to this special section show how the central government’s role in environmental protection has grown in importance in recent years. Van Rooij et al. (2017) detail the ways in which top-down enforcement has become tighter in China. A number of “centralizing trends”—including the introduction of stricter national environmental laws and sanctions, the use of binding environmental targets for local leaders, the reliance on nationwide central enforcement campaigns, and the introduction of a centralized verification programme of local emission data—have spurred stronger enforcement at the local level. The central government has also strengthened the institutions of environmental governance by increasing investment in environmental protection, which allows for the expansion of EPB human resources at the local level.26 In their case study of Hebei province, Wong and Karplus (2017) demonstrate that the central government’s tying of financial transfers to the implementation of the Action Plan for Air Pollution Prevention and Control (APAP) initiative has proven to be an effective tactic in the context of immense financial pressures faced by local governments. They find that subnational governments are, in fact, becoming more dependent on the centre at the moment. Beijing has also committed to generating more trustworthy information through an increased use of online monitoring satellite and GPS data, although there remains resistance to developing independent monitoring capacities.27

Although recentralization has the potential to improve environmental policy outcomes—by overcoming institutional fragmentation and weak incentives in China’s decentralized system—this alone will not lead to stronger environmental governance. Two obstacles remain particularly salient. First, the centre requires sufficient, accurate information in order to design good policy, yet unreliable data from subnational units have created a persistent bottleneck in China’s command-and-control approach. Second, there is a need for an even stronger political commitment from the centre to prioritize environmental protection. Both issues have been taken for granted in much of the existing literature on central–local relations. The research findings in this collection show that there is significant variation in the centre’s motivation and ability to utilize recentralization to achieve better environmental governance.

First, recentralization has little effect if the centre has no real interest in or intention of improving environmental outcomes. Central government control does not improve environmental governance, for instance, when the centre continues to prioritize economic goals over environmental targets, even in cases where there is central enforcement power over environmental regulation. In a study of pollution enforcement among central SOEs, Eaton and Kostka (2017) find that even when the centre directly oversees state enterprises, the shirking of pollution regulations is implicitly tolerated in the pursuit of better economic results. Such “central protectionism” of central SOEs often coincides with local protectionism; when China’s State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (SASAC) tacitly encourages its firms to prioritize the attainment of traditional industrial policy goals (scale expansion and profitability), local governments are often complicit in the SOEs’ environmental misdeeds. Eaton and Kostka’s findings suggest that recentralization is, at best, a necessary condition for improved environmental governance but is by no means sufficient. When faced with trade-offs between environmental protection and growth, central officials are still likely to pick the latter.

The recentralization of environmental enforcement also complicates matters for a central leadership accustomed to shifting the blame for poor environmental outcomes to subnational officials. Ran (2017) documents how central party leaders frequently lay the blame on local governments for the gap between environmental policies and implementation outcomes. In so doing, Ran argues, the centre effectively diverts attention from Beijing’s role in precipitating China’s environmental crisis and positions itself as leading the fight for environmental protection against wayward local governments. Such blame shifting is harder to do when the centre has the authority to act but ultimately fails to do so, as in the case of central SOEs described by Eaton and Kostka (2017). Ran’s study reminds us that maintaining the implementation gap—often portrayed as an unintended consequence of an institutional structure designed to spur economic growth—may sometimes be useful for central officials (e.g., by maintaining hegemony), particularly when environmental problems prove difficult to solve. Both Eaton and Kostka’s findings on central SOEs and Ran’s work on environmental blame shifting caution against the claim that China’s central officials are more motivated than subnational governments in addressing environmental issues.

Second, recentralization may not yield improved environmental governance outcomes when the centre has poor information. Worse yet, recentralization can lead to poor information or block high-quality information. One of the key arguments in favour of decentralizing governance has been to bring the locus of decision making closer to the location of information about local conditions and preferences. Shin’s (2017) study of horizontal linkages to civil society makes a strong case for the importance of joint problem solving at the local level, tailored to local conditions, constraints, and capabilities. It is unclear whether such horizontal linkages are compatible with strong central control. Moreover, as Nahm’s (2017) research on the development of China’s wind and solar sectors documents, the centre may also have poor information on conditions in the global economy. In renewable energy sectors, the implementation gap opened a space for private sector experimentation, in which firms were able to repurpose government policies to take advantage of opportunities in global supply chains disregarded by central government policies. Beijing has fashioned much of its industrial policies on the far more centralized East Asian developmental states. In China’s wind and solar sectors, however, such centralization would have prevented local experimentation from serving as a corrective to the central government’s narrow indigenous innovation goals.

Third, even when the centre has an interest and sufficient information to act, central involvement does not lead to better outcomes when its policies are poorly designed and administered. Wong and Karplus (2017)’s study on Hebei shows how the central government provides both detailed direction to local governments and significant funding, yet resources are sometimes not put to good use because of government capacity constraints. In particular, China’s top-down approach is not supported by adequate personnel allocations across different levels of governments to deliver the central government’s ambitions. Beijing also continues to struggle with getting the incentives right. Political steering through mandatory targets often fails because of conflicting incentive structures (e.g., conflicting directives due to fragmentation at the centre), ineffective punishments and sanctions (e.g.,
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“affordability of fines” for firms), and a lack of promotional opportunities. As Wong and Karplus (2017) show, top-down mandates frequently negatively affect short-term growth, as well as social and economic stability; local authorities are therefore reluctant to carry out their delegated environmental responsibilities. Finally, China’s reliance on command-and-control-based instruments and micromanagement leaves limited room for market based approaches.

Despite the centre’s efforts to wring more accurate information from the environmental governance system, stubborn obstacles remain. Zhang (2017) examines MEP’s major effort to improve the centre’s monitoring and verification capacities. Her study focuses on a centrally imposed and executed verification program of locally reported pollution data. She finds that although China’s recent pollution verification programme has reduced the reporting of false data, significant challenges remain. In its current form, verification based on frequent inspection visits is highly resource-intensive and lacks external oversight and public participation. The verification programme has handed extensive discretionary power to the MEP and its regional supervision centres, which they have not used consistently across regions to improve data quality. While successful at reigning in data falsification, their focus on curbing the over-reporting of emissions reductions through spot checks has not created incentives for accurate data and continuous compliance. Local EPBs, meanwhile, have focused on providing data likely to pass muster with the MEP rather than genuinely improving systems for data collection and reporting.

Centralization has been able to improve individual issues of concern, as in the case of pollution data verification, but it has not fundamentally resolved problems in environmental governance in China. In stark contrast to the common perception of China’s central government as a behemoth, the centre lacks sufficient administrative enforcement and monitoring capacities. The centre is in fact quite small in relative terms, and China’s administrative structure is like a dinosaur with a tiny brain and a big body. Given these constraints, some environmental areas receive little guidance from the centre and are managed through “ad hoc–driven processes”, such as campaigns and ad hoc coalitions without the creation of comprehensive long-term structure. For instance, restructuring efforts that aim to move Chinese firms up the value chain are extremely difficult for localities to manage, and local officials often feel that the support they receive from the upper levels of government is insufficient. The result is weak enforcement capacities that give rise to both local protectionism (Van Rooij et al. 2017) and central protectionism (Eaton and Kostka 2017).

Conclusion and Outlook

Recent literature on environmental governance in China has provided important insights into the behaviour of local governments in China’s decentralized administrative structure. A great deal of research has focused on the dominant influence of economic incentives on local officials and their unintended yet destructive consequences for environmental governance. The conventional wisdom
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emerging from such insights attributed much of the blame for lax environmental enforcement to local officials and implicitly assumed that more central control would lead to better results. Yet despite important advances in research on central–local relations, much work remains to be done to understand the role, interests, and interactions of agencies across different government levels in shaping environmental governance outcomes in China. By focusing specifically on central–local relations during the current phase of recentralization in China, the contributions to this special section seek to fill this gap and advance our understanding of central and local administrations’ roles and potentials in improving China’s environmental record.

Over the past decade, Chinese leaders have made strong efforts to concentrate policy-making, implementation and oversight powers in Beijing. With regard to these centralizing trends under Xi Jinping, the research in this collection of articles shows that the results of the centre taking control of China’s green transformation can indeed lead to improved environmental results. Increased attention and financial resources from the centre have made it possible to change the behaviour of local officials. Institutional changes and the strengthening of vertical linkages between local enforcement agencies and the Ministry of Environmental Protection have made it harder to falsify information about local conditions and created new obstacles for shirking behaviours. At the same time, however, recentralization is not a panacea. There is significant variation in the centre’s interest and ability to use its powers to achieve better environmental governance across policy areas. And even if the centre is sufficiently motivated it frequently lacks adequate information or chooses poor policy designs. In other words, centralization alone is not a silver bullet, and close attention needs to be paid to policies, capacities, and interests at different levels of government.

The contributions to this collection remind us that central and local interests are not in all cases categorically pitted against one another, as is often assumed in the environmental governance literature as well as research on central–local relations more broadly. There are significant areas of overlapping interests and similar patterns of behaviour, both positive (enforcement) and negative (shirking), between central and local administrations. Particularly during the current phase of recentralization, central and local interests cannot be assumed but need themselves to be examined, through empirically rich analysis, across policy issues and government agencies. Although the findings presented here focus specifically on China’s environmental governance, there is much reason to believe that these lessons apply across governance areas shaped heavily by central–local relations in China.
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